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PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT

 اجلودة... املتانة... القوة
Malik EL Dwieh Factory
مصنع مالك الدويح للخزن واالثاثات

Wake Up Call For Peace Lovers,

Dear southern Sudanese Communities,
time has come for us to declare our self determination.
We are in few months voting for separation during the referendum.
All interested individuals can therefore contribute opinions,
comments, Insights, Pictorial information and any favoring
Messages to mobilize Fellows to vote for separation.
That is, South and North Separation.
Your Contributions of comments, messages and Pictures to south self
determination can be e-mailed to, sudantribunedaily@yahoo.com,
richardafayoa@rocketmail.com,kujodeng@yahoo.com
and your voice gets published on Sudan Tribune Daily Newspaper
Please Note, all your Messages should lead towards south separation.
Thank you for being a player in protecting the interest of the
marginalized.
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Khartoum Fears Logistical Support To JEM Via Libya
By Yassir Haroon - Khartoum
A reliable source has said Khartoum
fears that logistical support to the
Justice and Equality Movement
(JEM) through Tripoli would
strengthen the rebel’s military and
political situation.
Tripoli stated that it understands
the step taken by the Sudanese
government in closing all entrances
between the two countries. Libya’s
state news agency quoted a highprofile Libyan leader in its Foreign
Ministry stating “the reason for
closing the borders is the ongoing
Darfur crisis, and the Sudanese
By Altijani Al-Sayed
One of the senior Darfur Members of
Parliament (MPs) has warned an impending
famine could take place in the region due
to the increasing food gap and the steadily
increasing prices of Dura in the three
states of Darfur despite all affirmations
from the government of providing food
supplements.
An MP of North Darfur, Abdul Gabar
Hussein, disclosed to the National Assembly
that there are signs of a huge gap started by
rising of Dura prices from 190 Sudanese
pounds to 220 pounds in South Darfur. He
said this has direct effects on people’s lives;
adding that it could reach Kordofan if the
situation was not tackled.

On the other hand, the Minister of Finance,
Ali Mahmoud, affirmed that the rise in
Dura price is expected in the rainy season.
He also added that the Strategic Reserve
Corporation is supplying tons of Dura to AlFashir and Nyala towns, and is keeping the
rest to fill the gap in the reserve corporation
in Nyala.
Meanwhile, the National Assembly has
appointed Altaher Abdulgeium Ibrahim as
Auditor-General for the country, as well as
accrediting decrees on selling and buying,
money laundering law, and income taxes.
MP Abdallah Ali Masar criticized the
increasing income taxes; calling on
translating taxes into better services to the
people.

government knows very well that
nothing through Libya will harm
them,” the news agency said.
Sudan’s Foreign Minister, Ali Karti,
yesterday said the step will not affect
mutual relations between Sudan and
Libya, and is just to control imports
and exports. He added that there is
not any link between the closure and
JEM’s presence in Tripoli.
Karti affirmed that Libya’s Ambassador to Khartoum was informed by the
step and that similar precautionary
measures were also made at the
Sudan-Chad borders.
JEM said its leader will stay in
Libya till talks on Darfur end. The

SPLM Welcomes Confederation Instead Of Secession
By Faisal Saad
The Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM)
has expressed that it is comfortable with the suggestion
of confederation as a replacement of secession.
The leader at the Northern Sector, Waleed Hamid,
in a press statement to Sudan Tribune Newspaper
reiterated that South Sudan Secession will lead to the
fragmentation of Sudan, adding that it will also leave
innumerable negative effects on the country.
He went on saying that the confederation must be
based on a new basis, demanding NCP to waive its
Ideological Project, which is supposed to apply only
in Northern Sudan if at all it has a serious intension
to keep Sudan united.
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On the other hand, another senior SPLM member,
Edward Lino, has revealed that the Confederation
came at the wrong time, affirming that it is not the
right time for talking over this matter. He also added
that the confederation must include all Sudan and
not be limited to only South and North Sudan. He
referred the Darfur issue, which is a similar crisis,
as the same problem in the South, East, Middle and
North Sudan.
In addition, Lino said that Southerners have the right
to vote in the Self-determination that defines Sudan’s
fate on whether it will remain unified or split. He
added that if South Sudan secedes, the Sudan will
divide into small countries - South and North Sudan
- suffering from instability.

Parliament Extended For Another Week
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spokesperson of JEM, Ahmed
Hussein Adam, downplayed border
closing, saying that “Sudan doesn’t
have enough forces to close the
border.”
Authorities in North Darfur dismissed
any detention campaign toward
ordinary people, but a source said
that Alsadig Sandal Hagar, a brother
to the Commander-in-Chief of JEM
forces, Suleiman Sandal Hagar, was
arrested by security forces. As well,
other returnees from Libya accused
of supporting JEM were arrested.
Observers think it is a crisis between
Khartoum and Tripoli, because of
Khalil’s presence in Libya.
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The National Assembly has
extended its parliamentary
session, which was supposed to end this week, for
another week after consultations between SPLM and
NCP parliamentary blocs.
The extension is intended to
overcome some arguments
with affirmation from the
SPLM bloc over issues that
still remain unresolved.
Head of SPLM parliamentary bloc, Thomas Wani,
said they cancelled a press
conference to clarify their
point of view on some cases.
The press conference has
been delayed for next week.
Wani said the arguments are
on the percentage of SPLM
in the committees of the
parliament, elections law
amendment, and naming
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the chairperson of the Peace
Committee. He added that in
case no agreement on these
issues is reached next week,
and proposing delay for the
coming session in October,
they will stand firm and have
another stance.
On the other hand, Head of
NCP Parliamentary Bloc,
Gazi Salah Aldein, said in
a session chaired by Atim
Garang that they have
referendum as a big issue in
the coming period. “We need
more talks with the SPLM
bloc on major issues like the
referendum,” he said.
A member of parliament
from the Popular Congress
Party, Ismail Hussein, called
on the assembly to hold
continuous session s till
Darfur issue is resolved and
the referendum in Southern
Sudan is conducted.
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